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ROTOCONTROL To Exhibit At First Edition Of
Label Summit Africa 2012
Label Summit Africa will take place on 19 - 20 March 2012 in Cape Town

Ahrensburg, Germany (March 9, 2012) – ROTOCONTROL today announced the company’s
participation in the first edition of Label Summit Africa, which will take place 19 - 20 March 2012 in
Cape Town, South Africa. Representatives from ROTOCONTROL and ROTOTEC, the local Agent
for ROTOCONTROL throughout South Africa will be in attendance.
In Stand 5 ROTOCONTROL will discuss and present machine videos of the company’s leadingedge Finishing technology including the RSC Vertical Inspection Slitter/Rewinder, RSP Single Pass
100% Security Inspection, and RSD Die Cutting. Also presented will be the ROTOTEC local
offering of precision engraving and die sinking including Print Cylinders, Anvil Rollers, Air-plus-cut,
Magnetic Cylinders, Removable Blade-Cutter, EDP (sprocket punch) Cutting Dies, Gears and
Flexible Cutting Dies.
Michael Aengenvoort, Business Development Manager of ROTOCONTROL commented: “We are
honoured to be a part of the premier edition of Label Summit Africa. Numerous ROTOCONTROL
finishing machines are operating on production floors throughout South Africa, and the market
continues to show significant growth potential. The Summit is an ideal opportunity to bring together
this dynamic group of Converters throughout Africa.”
Label Summit Africa 2012 is a new two-day conference and table-top exhibition for the African label
and package printing industry. Taking place on 19-20 March at the Cape Town International
Convention Centre, Label Summit Africa 2012 will include conference sessions with local and
international experts, a table-top exhibition with leading suppliers and plenty of networking
opportunities.
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ROTOCONTROL will exhibit in Stand 5 at Label Summit Africa 2012

About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. With the recent acquisition of LeoMat, advanced products including booklet insertion
and digital finishing are immediately available.
Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level
of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility. ROTOCONTROL is the
partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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